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Abstract-The present study aims to analyze concerned karyotype and
idiogram of black - spotted pufferfish (Arothron nigropunctatus Bloch
& Schneider, 1801). Chromosome was prepared from kidney tissues of
fish reared at Phuket Marine Biological Center, Phuket province. The
mitotic chromosomes were harvested by the colchicine - hypotonic
- fixation - air drying method. Conventional staining and Ag - NOR
banding techniques were applied to stain the chromosomes. The results
showed that A. nigropunctatus has diploid (2n)=38, the fundamental
number (NF) was 72. The types of chromosomes are two large
metacentric, ten medium metacentric, eight medium submetacentric,
two small metacentric, 12 small submetacentric, and four small
telocentric chromosomes. This is the first report of marker chromosome;
found that NORs located at the short arm region of the submetacentric
chromosome. No cytologically distinguishable sex chromosome was
observed. The karyotype formula could be deduced as follows:
2n (38) = Lm2 + Mm10 + Msm8 + Sm2 + Ssm12 + St4
Keywords: Arothron nigropunctatus, Chromosome, Karyotype
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Chromosome Preparation
Four male and female of A. nigropunctatus
were obtained from farming the Institute
of Phuket Costal Fisheries Research
and Development and Phuket Marine
Biological Center, in Phuket Province,
Thailand. The 0.01% colchicine (1 mL/100 g
body weight) was injected into the abdominal
cavity and left for one hour. Chromosomes
were prepared from the kidney cells by the
squash technique. Kidney tissues were cut
into small pieces then mixed with hypotonic
solution (0.075 M KCl). After discarding
all large pieces of tissues, 7 mL of cell
sediments were transferred to a 15 - mL
centrifuge tube and incubated for 45 min.
Hypotonic solution was discarded from
the supernatant after centrifugation at
1,200 rpm for 8 min. Cells were fixed in a
fresh cool fixative (3 absolute methanol: 1
glacial acetic acid) to which up to 7 mL were
gradually added before being centrifuged
again at 1,200 rpm for 8 min, at which
time the supernatant was discarded. The
fixation was repeated until the supernatant
was cleared and the pellet was mixed with
1 mL fixative. The mixture was dropped
onto a clean by a plastic pipette followed
by air - dry technique (Ditcharoen et al.,
2019; Supiwong et al., 2019).

2.2 Chromosome Staining
The slide was conventionally stained with
20% stock Giemsa’s solution for 15 min.
Ag - NOR banding was conducted by
adding four drops of 50% silver nitrate
and two drops of 2% gelatin on slides,
in order. The slides were covered with
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cover glasses and incubated at 60ºC for 7
min. After that, the slides were soaked in
distilled water until the cover glasses were
separated (Howell & Black, 1980).

2.3 Chromosome Checking, Karyotyping
and Idiograming
Standardized karyotype and idiogram of
this fish were constructed. Chromosome
checking was performed on mitotic
metaphase cells under a light microscope.
The frequencies of chromosome number
per cell were counted. The maximum
frequency of chromosome number per
cell is the diploid chromosome number
of this fish. Ten cells of four male and
female with clearly observable and well
- spread chromosome were selected for
karyotyping. The length of short arm
chromosome (Ls) and long arm chromosome
(Ll) were measured and calculated to
the length of total arm chromosome (LT,
LT=Ls+Ll). The relative length (RL),
the centromeric index (CI) and standard
deviations (S.D.) of RL and CI were
calculated. The CI (q/p+q) between 0.50
- 0.59, 0.60 - 0.69, 0.70 - 0.89, and 0.90
- 1.00 were classified as the metacentric,
submetacentric, acrocentric and telocentric
chromosomes, respectively. The
fundamental number (number of
chromosome arm, NF) was obtained by
assigning a value of two to metacentric,
submetacentric, acrocentric chromosomes,
and one to telocentric chromosome. All
parameters were used in karyotyping. The
idiogram was constructed using a model
drawing of karyotype and accomplished by
a computer program (Sarasan et al., 2018;
Chaiyasan et al., 2018).
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3. Results and discussion
The present study revealed that the diploid
chromosome number of A. nigropunctatus
was 2n=38 and the NF was 72 in male and
female. The types of chromosomes are two
large metacentric, ten medium metacentric,
eight medium submetacentric, two small
metacentric, 12 small submetacentric, and
eight small telocentric chromosomes (Figure
2). It was in agreement with the previous
reports from Japan (Arai & Nagaiwa, 1976 ;
Ojima, 1985). We compared with other
fishes in the family Tetraodonidae (genus
Arothron), A. hispidus, 2n=42 (NF=82)
(Natarajan and Subrahmanjan, 1974); A.
immaculatus, 2n=42 (NF=68) (Choudhury
et al., 1982) ; A. immaculatus, 2n=42
(NF=72) (Arai & Nagaiwa, 1976) ; A.
leopardus, 2n=40 (NF=68) (Choudhury et
al., 1982) and A. reticularis, 2n=42 (NF=68)
(Choudhury et al., 1982) (Table 1).
Sex chromosome systems of
Tetraodontidae have been described by male
heterogamety, others by female heterogamety
and others no cytologically distinguishable
sex chromosome (Sá - Gabriel and Molina,
2004). Present study, no cytologically
distinguishable sex chromosome was
observed. It may be possible that the ﬁsh’s
sex - chromosomes are at the initiation of
differentiation. The results is inconsistent
with the report of Ojima (1985) that
proposed functionally differentiated sex
chromosomes, the multiple sex systems
derive from the translocations. In the
X1X1X2X2/X1X2Y sex system, the diploid
value of females presented one chromosome
more than males. The origin of this system
may be linked to the existence of centric
fusions (Robertsonian rearrangements).
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The present study was accomplished
by using the Ag - NOR staining technique.
The objective of this technique is to
determine NORs regions. Which represented
the location of genes (loci) that function in
ribosome synthesis (18S and 28S ribosomal
RNA), and a positive NOR will be detected
when these genes are functioning (Sharma
et al., 2002). From the result, the short arm
region of the submetacentric chromosome
pair 9 showed clearly observable NORs
(Figure 3). Normally, most fishes have only
one pair of small NORs on chromosomes
(Mohannath G. et al., 2016). If some fishes
have more than two NORs, it may be
caused by the translocation between some
parts of chromosome which have NOR and
another chromosome. Furthermore, NOR
usually located close to the telomere of
the chromosome. If NOR appears between
the centromere and telomere (interstitial
NOR), it may be the result of the tandem
fusion between this chromosome with
NOR and another one. However, it may be
caused by the pericentric inversion between
two telocentric chromosomes that one
chromosome has NOR at the telomere
(Galetti Jr. et al., 2000).
The asymmetrical karyotype of
A. nigropunctatus and all three types of
chromosomes (metacentric, submetacentric
and telocentric chromosomes) that we
found the important chromosome markers.
The idiogram shows the continuous length
gradation of the chromosomes. The largest
chromosome is approximately twice the
size of the smallest chromosomes. The
chromosome markers of A. nigropunctatus
are chromosome pair 1, the largest metacentric
and chromosome pair 19, the smallest
telocentric chromosomes. The data of the
chromosomal checks on mitotic metaphase
cells of the A. nigropunctatus are shown in
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Table 1.

Review of cytogenetic publications in the genus Arothron (Tatraodonidae).

A. nigropunctatus 2n Chromosome formula NF
Reference
42
36sm + 6t
78
Natarajan and Subrahmanjhan (1974)
Arothron hispidus
42
14m + 16sm + 12t
72
Arai and Nagaiwa (1976)
A. immaculatus
42
12m + 14sm + 16t
68
Choudhury et al. (1982)
40
14m + 14sm + 12t
68
A. leopardus
Choudhury et al. (1982)
Table
1. Review of cytogenetic
publications
Arothron
38
14m +
20sm + 4t in the
72genus
Present
study (Tatraodonidae).
A. nigropunctatus
42
12m + 14sm + 16t
68
A. reticularis
Choudhury et al. (1982)

Species

2n

Chromosome formula

NF

42

14m + 16sm + 12t

72

Reference

Remarks: 2n = diploid chromosome number, NF = fundamental number, m = metacentric, sm =
Arothron
hispidus
36smchromosomes.
+ 6t
78 Natarajan and Subrahmanjhan
submetacentrics
and t = 42
telocentric

A. immaculatus

Arai and Nagaiwa (1976)

(1974)
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Table 2.

Chro.pair
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9*
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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33

Mean length of short arm chromosome (Ls), length long arm chromosome
(Ll), length total arm chromosome (LT), relative length (RL), centromeric
index (CI) and standard deviation (SD) of RL, CI from 10 metaphase cells
of the black - spotted pufferfish (A. nigropunctatus), 2n=38.
Ls
0.98
0.68
0.61
0.62
0.56
0.52
0.46
0.52
0.43
0.37
0.34
0.34
0.32
0.32
0.30
0.27
0.27
0.00
0.00

Ll
1.03
0.71
0.65
0.65
0.59
0.53
0.49
0.79
0.70
0.70
0.68
0.66
0.63
0.63
0.61
0.59
0.57
0.80
0.80

LT
2.01
1.39
1.27
1.26
1.15
1.05
0.95
1.31
1.13
1.07
1.02
1.00
0.95
0.94
0.91
0.86
0.83
0.80
0.80

RL±SD
0.097+0.007
0.067+0.004
0.061+0.005
0.061+0.004
0.056+0.004
0.051+0.005
0.046+0.003
0.062+0.005
0.055+0.003
0.052+0.003
0.049+0.002
0.048+0.004
0.046+0.005
0.045+0.003
0.044+0.004
0.042+0.004
0.041+0.003
0.039+0.004
0.039+0.003

CI±SD
0.511+0.005
0.513+0.008
0.515+0.015
0.511+0.012
0.514+0.008
0.509+0.005
0.516+0.015
0.605+0.021
0.622+0.022
0.651+0.018
0.671+0.025
0.662+0.025
0.665+0.021
0.666+0.033
0.676+0.023
0.687+0.024
0.684+0.037
1.000+0.000
1.000+0.000

Chro.size
Large
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

Chro.type
Metacentric
Metacentric
Metacentric
Metacentric
Metacentric
Metacentric
Metacentric
Submetacentric
Submetacentric
Submetacentric
Submetacentric
Submetacentric
Submetacentric
Submetacentric
Submetacentric
Submetacentric
Submetacentric
Telocentric
Telocentric

Remarks: * = NOR - bearing chromosome and Chro. = chromosome.
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